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1. On the research presented in this partial report 

This partial research report is part of a series of analyses on the influence of 

Facebook pages on the 2018 Brazilian presidential election, which resulted in the victory 

of Jair Messias Bolsonaro, and of its developments in the political-democratic field. 

The previous reports presented quantitative data on the dynamics of the 

facebook social network in the period from 2010 to 2020. This report, however, aims to 

present a qualitative approach to data analysis, which may allow the deepening of the 

quantitative data previously presented. It is noteworthy that the amount of qualitative 

information generated from the analysis is in the order of thousands of reports, so each 

analytical category may have specific reports during the development of the research. 

For a first approximation of the qualitative data, eleven Facebook pages were selected, 

among a much wider universe of Facebook pages identified as fake news propagators 

by Brazil’s Joint Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry for Fake News (CPMI das Fake 

News), which was established in September 2019. 

 These pages were selected for complementing the data collected in the 

quantitative stage of the partial report of the research “Elections, social networks and 

democracy: data from Brazil’s Joint Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry for Fake News 

between 2010 and 2020” and other Facebook pages were added, as they presented a 
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significant number of posts, based on a construction to be addressed in the 

methodological part of this report. 

In order to understand the dynamics and the modus operandi of these Facebook 

pages on the social network, a more in-depth analysis was based on the type of shared 

content – analyzed through comments and captions of publications, which are available 

by Facebook’s CrowdTangle1. Therefore, this report aims to expand and complement 

the quantitative study already presented in Report #1, in addition find new specific 

issues that may become the object of future analyses.  

The structure of this report, in addition to this introduction, includes a section 

presenting the methodology, which explains the constitution of codes, subcodes and 

categories for empirical saturation, and the tools used for analyzing and specifying the 

content extracted from CrowdTangle. Following, there is the exposure of treatment and 

qualitative data. 

 

2. On methodology and the method for data extraction 

As mentioned in the introduction, this report presents a qualitative approach, 

and operates a technique of content analysis on collected data based on the assumption 

that content analysis is "a set of analysis techniques of communications” (BARDIN, 2011, 

p. 37). The forms of communication are, in their first phase, analyzed from "the 

enumeration of the characteristics of the text, summarized after treatment" (BARDIN, 

2011, p. 45), which starts from the principle of systematization content of the material 

used in this project. 

This material is the basic element of the research. In this case, a project 

developed from the compilation of documents was built from the qualitative analysis, 

which made all material subject to analysis. The material collected from this 

 
1 “Data from CrowdTangle, a Facebook-owned tool that tracks interactions in public content, including all 

verified users, profiles, and accounts across Facebook, Instagram and Reddit. It does not track any private 
accounts” (CROWDTANGLE, 2020). 
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investigation came from the social media source, Facebook, which provided the 

researcher an examination of meanings based on the systematization, description and 

interpretation of the data collected from this source. The main material for analysis was 

derived from Facebook: the page posts. 

Therefore, from the posts on specific Facebook pages collected, the data was 

processed, with the starting point of an exhaustive reading of this content, together with 

interpretation, in order to form categories of analysis of these contents, divided into 

codes and subcodes. 

The reading and the interpretation served as a determinant stage of choices. 

Altogether, information was collected from 27 pages. Having as its scope the analysis of 

fake news during the 2018 election period, the main sample came from the pages 

containing politics-related content in such period. Thus, after screening the original 27 

pages, 11 pages were selected as the initial sample for in-depth analysis. 

The “Terça Livre TV” Facebook page was the starting point for the construction 

to be applied to all other pages within the analysis. This provided the possibility - 

through the abstraction of the speeches - to formulate codes, subcodes and even 

categories, so that it was possible to achieve empirical saturation. This is an 

epistemological instrument that determines when observations are no longer 

necessary, as no new element is capable to increase the number of properties of the 

investigated object. Such saturation provided codes, subcodes and categorizations to be 

used on the other pages. Altogether, at the end of the analysis of the discourse behind 

the material and the shared content, the categorizations were applied to 11 pages, 

namely: (a) “A Terra é Plana” (“The Earth is Flat”); (b) “Bernardo Kuster”; (c) 

“Conservador e Patriota” (“Conservative and Patriotic”); (d) “Desperte - Thiago Lima” 

(Wake Up – Thiago Lima”); (e) “Diego Rox”; (f) “Dr. Rey”; (g) “Gospel Prime”; (h) 

“Naturalmente Saudável” (“Naturally Healthy”); (i) “O Jacaré de Tanga” (“The Alligator 

in a Thong”);  (j) “Terça Livre TV” (“Free Tuesday TV”); (k). 

From the categorization applied to these 11 pages, based on the frequency of 

occurrence of general codes, it was possible to raise themes. Thus, this qualitative 
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analysis, in its initial stage, started from the exploration of meanings and interpretations 

– from the abstraction of discourses –, which, through empirical saturation, revealed 

encodings that emerged, pointing out themes from the formation of analytical 

categories. 

The posts published on the pages selected for this first qualitative analysis were 

transformed into a database, with subsequent mapping and evaluation of possible 

relevant themes that emerged during the analysis of comments. This document 

database was built within the Atlas.ti software, a program designed to aid qualitative 

analysis, which allows the systematization of large masses of texts in codes relevant to 

analysis construction. 

For this qualitative analysis of the posts, frequent themes were selected to 

perform the primary coding. After the first general coding, we proceeded with its 

refinement and separation into new and more specific codes, based on the reading of 

mentions of previous terms, which enabled better management of the themes within 

the various observations and descriptions made in each post. Each theme identified in 

the field database was taken up in this analysis of groups of codes and of more specific 

codes2, which were transformed into a coding report for each group and code. From 

these reports, we sought to understand the frequency and content of posts on the 

selected pages. 

 

3. Analysis of qualitative data 

The organization of the data that will be presented below was carried out using 

the Atlas.ti qualitative analysis tool. With this software, it was possible to organize the 

posts in a database and, based on that, to code the most relevant excerpts for the 

discussion of this report. Coding consists of highlighting text excerpts, naming the 

 
2 Coding consists of transforming relevant terms, expressions or themes into codes that represent them. 

This makes it possible to cross-check data when there is already a sufficient number of codes and an idea 
of what to look for in them. 
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highlighted part according to the desired thematic group. In this coding, we extracted, 

priorly, 113 initial codes based on the comments on the selected pages. After this first 

processing of excerpts, we sought to better understand the possible interpretations and 

analyzes based on the primary codes, extracting, therefore, what are called “subcodes” 

or secondary codes, which derive from the previous ones. These subcodes highlighted 

more specific passages or mentions about the 13 subjects initially identified. 

In order to better present the frequency with which each subject was mentioned 

in a given type of post, a table was built containing all variations of pages visited and the 

primary codes for the analysis. Thus, it is possible to view the number of times a certain 

topic was raised throughout the posts, in addition to revealing which pages the subjects 

appeared the most in the field. Qualitative data analysis, guided by these codes, are 

incorporated below: 

Table 1: Encoding and range  

Code Magnitude Group of Codes 

Bolsonaro (Bolsonaro) 43482 Jair Bolsonaro (Jair Bolsonaro) 

Lula (Lula) 25354 Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva) 

Armament (Armamento) 11160 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Operation Lava Jato (Lava Jato) 9380 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Left (Esquerda) 9301 Left-wing parties (Partidos de Esquerda) 

Corruption (Corrupção) 7400 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Electoral Scenario (Cenário Eleitoral) 6439 2018 Elections (Eleições 2018) 

Fernando Haddad (Haddad) 4259 Fernando Haddad (Fernando Haddad) 

The Press (Imprensa) 3745 The Media / The Press (Mídia / Imprensa) 

God (Deus) 3627 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Family (Família) 3589 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Democracy (Democracia) 3037 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Campaign (Campanha) 3003 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Threat (Ameaça) 3001 Threat and Persection (Ameaça e Perseguição) 

Crime (Crime) 2766 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Human Rights (Direitos Humanos) 1930 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Debate (Debate) 1919 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Public Money (Dinheiro_Púb) 1910 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Dictatorship (Ditadura) 1705 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Abortion (Aborto) 1504 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

The Church (Igreja) 1136 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Against Bolsonaro (Contra_Bolso) 500 Jair Bolsonaro (Jair Bolsonaro) 

Havan Store (Havan) 355 Supporters of Bolsonaro (Apoiadores de Bolsonaro) 

Feminism (Feminismo) 215 Topics_Elections-2018 (Assuntos_Eleições-2018) 

Source: Data from CrowdTangle, a public insight tool owned and operated by Facebook and analyzed by 
CPJUS.  
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It is important to point out that the codes in the table above are a starting point 

for data analysis, which need to be deepened and expanded to the other pages mapped 

within the scope of this research. 

 

4. Who is talked about on social media 

After the descriptive analysis of the posts on the selected pages and period, the 

codes and subcodes were grouped into the most debated themes in the analyzed social 

network. As it is an immense database, with numerous analytical possibilities, some 

relevant themes were selected for this report within the context of the research. 

However, it is noteworthy that the amount of systematized data allows for future 

analysis segregated by different categories found in coded posts. 

The at the time presidential candidate, Jair Bolsonaro (no party) is one of the 

most cited themes in the analyzed pages, especially in the period of the 2018 

presidential elections. Usually, the posts are found anchored in the figure of a messianic 

leader, sent by God to save the country from a crisis of corruption, which would have 

shaken the nation. The following graphic figure presents the systematized themes that 

most appear around the current President: 

 

 

 

 



 

Image 1: Mentions to Jair Bolsonaro 

 

 

Source: Data from CrowdTangle, a public insight tool owned and operated by Facebook and analyzed by CPJUS. 



 

In the image, all mentions to Jair Bolsonaro (no party) are in support of the then 

presidential candidate. At the top, the impact of the episode of the stab attack against 

Jair Bolsonaro and how this fact dominated the discussion around comments in defense 

of the presidential candidate draws attention. It is worth noting that these posts were 

made as a denouncement of acts committed “against Bolsonaro” by followers. As, for 

example, the hashtag “Not Him” (#EleNão), widely mentioned by his followers, as a 

demoralization strategy carried out by the media: 

“Globo's TV Show joins ‘Ele Não’ and loses almost half of the 

audience”3. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“At ‘GloboTrash’ #NotHim turned out as #Elected President – please 

cry me a river”4. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“‘NotHim’ miscreants are caught in the act of drawing Nazi symbol on 

streets”5. (extracted from Facebook post) 

 Specifically in the previous speech, it is possible to notice that the post is 

accompanied by an image of graffiti of Nazi symbols. However, there is no direct relation 

between the graffiti and the “NotHim miscreants” the post suggests. In addition, the link 

that would give access to a supposedly more detailed news or article appears as no 

longer available. Still, the post has 647 likes, 479 shares and 16 comments. In this sense, 

it is understood that the post was made - as fake news - with the aim of spreading and 

viralizing news that made a link between the left or the workers' party (PT) with Nazism, 

in the attempt to delegitimize such comparisons made by voters against candidate Jair 

Bolsonaro, given similarities presented with the far-right or fascist discourse. 

 Another representative theme around the Jair Bolsonaro category concerns the 

discursive link between the presidential candidate and “God”. Religious aspects are very 

often used as an argumentative narrative to justify the support or vote for the then 

candidate. In addition, there is a speech that tries to support the idea that the church 

 
3 “Programa da Globo adere ao ‘Ele Não’ e perde quase metade da audiência”. 
4 “Na Globolixo o #elenão virou #PresidenteEleito chora mais que tá é pouco” 
5 “Meliantes do ‘Ele não’ presos no flagra pichando símbolo nazista”. 
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necessarily needs to be involved in politics, as is clear in the publication of an overtly 

religious page: 

“Facing a scenario described as 'turbulent', the church is called to be 

involved in the country's politics”6. (extracted from Facebook post) 

It is evident that this involvement suggested by the page assumes a position - in 

this case, of support for the then presidential candidate Jair Bolsonaro (no party) -, as it 

can be seen in the following publications from the same page: 

“Hundreds of religious leaders repudiate the Worker’s Party’s (PT's) 

attempt to provoke religious war”7. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“Pastor remembers that Worker’s Party’s (PT’s) member was 

responsible for the 'gay kit' when he was minister”8. (extracted from 

Facebook post) 

“Church accuses the Worker’s Party (PT) of trying to start a 'religious 

war' between Evangelicals and Catholics”9. (extracted from Facebook 

post) 

“’Bolsonaro’s Wave’ contradicts research and shows great rejection of 

the Worker’s Party (PT) and its allies”10. (extracted from Facebook 

post) 

The posts show a direct link between the Church - "the house of God" - and the 

anti-PT discourse, in an attempt to demoralize the left as a whole, through an 

interlocutor, who Christianity considers a representative of God, according to some 

pastors and religious leaders. In addition, there are quotes concerning fake news about 

 
6 “Diante de um cenário descrito como turbulento, a igreja é chamada a se envolver na política do país”. 
7 “Centenas de líderes religiosos repudiam tentativa do PT de provocar ‘guerra religiosa”. 
8 “Pastor lembra que petista foi responsável pelo ‘kit gay’ quando era ministro”. 
9 “Igreja acusa petista de querer dar início a uma ‘guerra religiosa’ entre evangélicos e católicos”. 
10 “‘Onda Bolsonaro’ contraria pesquisas e mostra a grande rejeição ao PT e aliados”. 
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the distribution of the gay kit, widely publicized in these pages, linked to a speech 

reporting the breaking of religious precepts. 

After the religious discourse, the “Left” stands out as one of the most mentioned 

subjects in the posts of the analyzed pages. It is noteworthy the fact that the ideological 

field of the left is much more mobilized than the right, concerning comments in general. 

Thus, there is a reactive behavior of the analyzed pages, almost always starting from the 

attack on what they call “Left”, but almost never presenting a propositional agenda 

against it. When talking about this political position, the posts can be divided as follows: 
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Image 2: Encoding about the Left   

 

Source: Data from CrowdTangle, a public insight tool owned and operated by Facebook and analyzed by 

CPJUS.   
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It is remarkable that the Left is almost always associated in posts with totalitarian 

regimes, such as fascism, Nazism and communism. This is crossed by the narrative of 

fear of possible practices promoted by such Left, such as, for example, acts of violence, 

censorship and corruption. Also, with regard to the religious theme analyzed in the 

previous item, it was possible to identify the construction of a discourse on the Left 

permeated by possible religious positions, in an attempt to demoralize opponents and 

strengthen Bolsonaro through religious discourse: 

“The Catholic Church considers communism an anti-Christian doctrine”11. 

(extracted from Facebook post) 

“A communist country is the one that most persecutes Christians in the world”12. 

(extracted from Facebook post) 

“Pastors denounce violence by communist paramilitary group”13. (extracted 

from Facebook post) 

 In the illustrative posts above, it is possible to identify the relation between the 

narrative construction of a communist Left, which presents itself as a propagator of 

violent acts condemned by the church. It is interesting to note that news like these are 

widely shared, even without showing any evidence of such accusations. 

There is also a highlight in the quotes from political representatives when the left 

theme is disaggregated, such as, for example, about former presidents Lula, Dilma and 

FHC. At this point, it is important to emphasize that the name Lula in the general analysis 

of posts is as mentioned, by pro-Bolsonaro pages, as is Jair Bolsonaro himself. The 

narrative around the presidential candidate is based on the comparison with former 

president Lula in the sense of antagonism between these two figures. 

 
11 “A Igreja Católica considera o comunismo uma doutrina anticristã”. 
12 “País comunista é o que mais persegue cristãos no mundo”. 
13 “Pastores denunciam violência de grupo paramilitar comunista”. 
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5. The discredit in the elements of an electoral campaign  

 In the field of qualitative analysis, we also sought to analyze the codes and 

subcodes around the 2018 electoral scenario, in order to identify the content that 

encompasses this theme. It can be seen, as shown in the figure below, that the speech 

took place through distrust of the electoral process - a narrative that still remains today 

and is frequently used by President Jair Bolsonaro and his supporters, given the entire 

process involving this group's support for the printed vote. 

It is also noted, in the data analysis, that elements that make up the electoral 

campaign scenario were almost all suspended and questioned by the pages, such as: 

electoral polls, electronic voting machines, political debates and even institutions such 

as the Superior Electoral Court (TSE), all placed under suspicion by the analyzed pages. 
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Image 3: Encoding about the electoral scenario 

 

Source: Data from CrowdTangle, a public insight tool owned and operated by Facebook and analyzed by 

CPJUS.   
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When analyzing the codes above, the preponderance in the discourse of the pro-

Bolsonaro pages is noted through the themes of possible fraud in the elections, of 

violations of electronic voting machines and of fraud in electoral polls, as an attempt to 

create a climate of political insecurity around of the electoral scenario: 

“Unmasking Datafolha [poll]: Lies, Mistakes and Fraud!”14 (extracted 

from Facebook post) 

“Urgent! Datafolha [poll] releases a new presidential poll. They want 

to censor WhatsApp and Jair Bolsonaro”15. (extracted from Facebook 

post) 

 It is possible to notice the speech that the sources of election polls are 

misleading, false and fraudulent. A great distrust in the polls appears, especially when it 

does not show favorable data for the then candidate Jair Bolsonaro. In addition, there 

is the sharing of parallel research: “URGENT! BOLSONARO SHOOTS to 64% ON NEW 

SURVEY. #FOLHAFAKE” - as in this example, in which there is an announcement of a 

trigger in a new survey, without indicating the poll and where such information came 

from. In other words, the discredit of a journalistic vehicle of electoral research is sowed, 

in order to exalt electoral polls which would not be true. This content is widely shared 

in the context of the electoral scene: 

“Ballots are violated and criminal is arrested in Campina Grande”16. 

(extracted from Facebook post) 

“Daciolo [conservative candidate] Unmasks Fraud At The Ballot Box 

And Requests Printed Vote”17. (extracted from Facebook post) 

 
14 “Desmascarando O Datafolha: Mentiras, Erros E Fraude!” 
15 “Urgente! Datafolha divulga nova pesquisa presidencial. Querem censurar o WhatsApp e Jair 
Bolsonaro”. 
16 “Urnas são violadas e criminoso preso em Campina Grande”. 
17 “Daciolo Desmascara Fraude Nas Urnas E Solicita Voto Impresso”. 
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“Cabo Daciolo [conservative candidate], annoyed with frauds in 

electronic voting machines, files the request for us to vote on physical 

ballots, so that we have a proof”18. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“Proven ballot box fraud (I told you so!) – elections: a great theater - 

poor Brazil”19. (extracted from Facebook post) 

The speech about possible fraud in electronic voting machines permeated the 

entire political debate in the 2018 campaign. And, therefore, this argument was shared 

in an attempt to show that democracy was at risk if there was no adhesion to the printed 

voting system, with the possibility of printing and auditing by manually recounting these 

votes. The interesting thing is to realize that the propagators of this discourse do not 

have elements that prove such risk. Pages about any violated ballot boxes are shared 

with broken links, and, when with a working access link, the content would only refer to 

news about technical problems in ballot boxes, and their subsequent replacement. 

The 2018 electoral campaign was marked by the absence of the then presidential 

candidate Jair Bolsonaro in all debates organized on the Brazilian television network. 

The code "debate" stood out in number of posts and, during the qualitative analysis, it 

was possible to identify that these posts revolved around justifications for the absence 

of the presidential candidate, such as:  

“Bolsonaro does not go to debate due to terrorist threat”20. (extracted 

from Facebook post) 

Or, still, as the exaltation of the posture of presidential candidate Cabo Daciolo 

[conservative candidate], during his participation in the debates: 

 
18 “Cabo Daciolo incomodado com as fraudes nas urnas eletrônicas, protocola a solicitação para que nós 
votemos em cédulas, para que assim tenhamos um comprovante”. 
19 “Fraude nas urnas comprovada (eu avisei!) - eleições um grande teatro - triste brasil”. 
20 “Bolsonaro não vai a debate por ameaça terrorista”. 
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“TV Record Debate (analysis): Daciolo spoke it out and the others 

freaked out!”21. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“Cabo Daciolo exposed the new world order on open TV - presidential 

debate 2018| wake up”22. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“Debate SBT (analysis) - without Bolsonaro but with some truths told 

by Daciolo”23. (extracted from Facebook post) 

Finally, in this first qualitative analysis of the data, we sought to analyze the code 

"elections_2018" and all subcodes linked to this subject. And, as was analyzed the 

information on the content linked to the political actors of the 2018 elections, the 

themes that revolve around what would be a "Left" agenda are seen to be the most 

prevalent. This again demonstrates a reaction behavior in the propagated discourse on 

such pages: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 “Debate tv Record (análise): Daciolo soltou o verbo e os outros fizeram um chá de comadres!”. 
22 “Cabo Daciolo expôs a nova ordem mundial em tv aberta - debate presidencial 2018| desperte”. 
23 “Debate SBT (análise) - sem Bolsonaro porém com algumas verdades ditas por Daciolo”. 
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Image 4: Encoding of themes debated in the 2018 Elections 

 

      

Source: Data from CrowdTangle, a public insight tool owned and operated by Facebook and analyzed by 

CPJUS.   
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By analyzing the published material, it is possible to identify the anchoring of the 

post’s discourse in the agenda most frequently present in the ideological field of the 

Left, as well as the attempts to deconstruct such themes, either with regard to 

moralization, from the conservative discourse on themes such as feminism, abortion 

and human rights, either as the mobilization of the anti-corruption banner, in themes 

such as Operation “Lava Jato”, the Rouanet Law, old politics, among others. 

Regarding the theme of abortion, it is widely discussed especially in pages that 

identify themselves within the religious sphere. On these pages, posts are shared about 

the history of women who had abortions, speeches by personalities from the Left who 

would support the practice and a series of fake news on the subject, such as: 

“Cycle of Death: Zika - Microcephaly and Abortion in Brazil - 

Understand this move once and for all!”24. (extracted from Facebook 

post) 

One sees the post above arguing that abortion in case of Microcephaly caused 

by the Zika Virus would be a strategy to increase the practice of abortion in other 

circumstances. There are others even more unrelated to reality and science, but widely 

publicized: 

“Spanish Priest Antonio Canizares made a serious DENUNCIATION in 

the middle of a MASS: "The NEW VACCINES are made from ABORTED 

HUMAN FETUSES!”25. (extracted from Facebook post) 

 The feminist movement is also widely quoted in posts on the pages pro-

Bolsonaro analyzed, always in the form of an attack to the movement and linking it to a 

pro-abortion agenda or a type of satanic sect:  

 
24 “Ciclo da Morte: Zika - Microcefalia e Aborto no Brasil - Entenda esta jogada de uma vez por todas!”. 
25 “Padre Espanhol Antonio Canizares fez uma grave DENUNCIA no meio de uma MISSA: ‘As NOVAS 
VACINAS são feitas a partir de FETOS HUMANOS ABORTADOS!’”. 
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“With a feminist mom, you don't grow up sexist. With a feminist mom, 

you wouldn’t have been born, my love. She would have aborted you 

before”26. (extracted from Facebook post) 

“A light analysis on top of the new clip by Cleo Pires and the joining of 

feminist indoctrination, Wicca and Aleister Crowley's satanism”27. 

(extracted from Facebook post) 

In the field of combating corruption, the posts revolve around the exaltation of 

the Operation “Lava Jato” or citing politicians who are being investigated by the 

operation. They build a narrative such that only with the election of candidate Jair 

Bolsonaro it would be possible to fight corruption in the country and to prevent Brazil 

from becoming a Venezuelan dictatorship. 

Regarding the propositional proposals linked to the presidential candidate, it is 

noted the discourse against disarmament and, consequently, the need to arm the 

population. It is possible to notice that the propositional agenda of the pro-Bolsonaro 

pages, in the context of the 2018 elections, revolved around access to weapons. In this 

field, it is possible to notice the proposal of an agenda that would replace the current 

agenda; and, in the rest of the themes, there is no proposition that could replace current 

practices, only a reactive agenda from this ideological field. 

 

6. Final considerations  

 The qualitative stage adds to the data collected in the quantitative stage, in 

previous reports, to present in-depth analysis on the investigated research object - the 

 
26 “Com mamãe feminista não cresço machista. Com mamãe feminista vc não nasceu meu amor, ela vai 
te abortar antes”. 
27 “Uma leve análise em cima do novo clipe da Cléo Pires e a junção da doutrinação feminista, com a Wicca 
e o satanismo de Aleister Crowley”. 
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influence of the Facebook social network pages on the dynamics of the 2018 Brazilian 

presidential election. Thus, it starts with the content analysis of posts published in the 

period from 2010 to 2020, in pages that were cited in the CPMI of Fake News. The 

qualitative look at these pages takes place through the codification process and 

subsequent construction of analytical categories, in order to understand the discourse 

proliferated in that social network. 

Regarding the debate around the analytical category "electoral scenario", it was 

possible to identify, throughout the 2018 campaign, the discredit in the typical 

instruments of elections, such as the security of electronic voting machines and the 

veracity of electoral polls. All are linked to a discourse of constant risk to Democracy, 

which would be at risk with imminent attacks from a radical Left, greatly inflated after 

the episode of the stabbing of President Jair Bolsonaro. In addition, it was possible to 

see the anchoring of the political debate in the field of religion: a candidate sent by God 

to protect the Brazilian family against a violent Left that pursues morals and good 

manners, as it was possible to see when we analyze the “Left” category.  

 Finally, the main conclusion of this qualitative analysis concerns the form of 

action of the pro-Bolsonaro pages, which manifest themselves in the intense 

dissemination of constructed content as a form of reaction to what they call the “Left”. 

This explains, for instance, the fact that ex-president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, in 

numerical terms, is the second most cited expression in the analyzed pages, second only 

to president Jair Bolsonaro. This effect is repeated in the typical themes of the 

ideological field on the Left, such as “abortion”, “feminism”, “human rights”, “left 

parties”, issues that are widely discussed in the debates within these pages in the 

category “issues:_elections 2018". Thus, one notices a departure from publications with 

propositional content, which is limited to just a pro-arms policy proposal, and an intense 

proliferation of a reactive content against the Left-wing field. 
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